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I spent three weeks in the Balkans

this past month visiting Croatia, Serbia,

Macedonia, Kosova and, for the first

time, Albania. I had heard many stories

about the devastation of Albania under

the 35-year rule of its insane dictator,

Enver Hoxha. To my surprise I

discovered a country of great natural

beauty with tall mountains, white-sand

beaches and a capital city, Tirana,

ablaze with brightly painted

multicolored buildings. (Just as

surprising was discovering that my cell

phone worked perfectly in the

Albanian countryside when I can’t get

reception at home in Half Moon Bay.)

Albania is still desperately poor, but

awakening from its long, imposed

slumber. The eagerness to build a

democratic society was evident in my

meeting with 13 women’s groups in

Tirana, held back only by scarce

funding. I left the meeting more

determined than ever to expand Heart

and Hand’s funding base to include

women’s groups in Albania and to

increase support to grantees in Croatia.

Letter from Marta
In previous newsletters I’ve

mentioned that international donors

have been leaving the Balkans, despite

the need for continued funding. Now,

the spigot is all but turned off. To be

fair, generous donors poured billions

into the Balkans, much of it in large,

one-time grants. Regrettably, a lot of

the money did not benefit organizations

that benefit women and children –

those most affected by the years at war.

Heart and Hand is proud of its

funding record in the Balkans. We give

general operating grants to groups we

know well and to activists whose

intelligence, judgment, and hearts we

trust, and we marvel at what they

accomplish with minimal financial

resources. We know they could do so

much more if adequately funded.

Grantees everywhere exist at the whim

of what donors find trendy.

Heart and Hand remains steadfast in

its long-term commitment to

supporting women’s groups in the

Balkans. Please help us ensure that

they receive the steady stream of

funding they need to build sturdy and

vital organizations.

One hundred percent of your tax-

deductible donation to Heart and Hand

goes directly to grantees. Write checks

today to The Agape Foundation with a

note that it is for the Heart and Hand

Fund. Mail to: Marta Drury, Box 3070,
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019.

My meeting with Igballe

Rogova and other women

from the Balkans in 1997

provided the impetus to

begin the Heart and Hand
Fund.
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“There are two kinds

of people in the world:

those who act and

those who react.”

Last month, Marta Prekpalaj was one

of 14 women selected for the 2006

Women’s World Summit Foundation:

Women’s Creativity in Rural Life.

Heart and Hand honored Marta, whose

organization Motrat Qiriazi we had

funded over the years, with an

additional $500. I was asked to speak

at the award ceremony.

Marta, currently a school principal,

has transformed her rural community.

A brilliant fundraiser and activist, she

launched a literacy campaign in 1995,

started the first association for the

education of women, and established

three secondary schools, 11 libraries,

and two community centers. On top of

that, she succeeded in getting many

roads paved. Those achievements are

all the more extraordinary given her

personal history. Her mother, who

believed that girls didn’t need an

education, took her out of school, but

Marta refused to stay at home. It was

poignant watching her mother cry

Former Heart & Hand Grantee Honored

In June, Zagreb was host to the first

Pan-East European pride

celebration—a one-day march and

three-day schedule of discussions and

workshops to call attention to issues of

freedom of assembly and discrimina-

tion against the LGBIQT community.

Heart and Hand awarded a grant for the

event and networked to raise more US

funding to ensure its success.

More than 300 participants from at

least eight countries walked through

downtown Zagreb holding banners

emblazoned with the march’s official

slogan, ”Live Freely.” Because of

recent threats and a history of violence

Pan-East European Pride, 2006
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throughout the ceremony.

Marta’s mettle was tested during the

war. Seeing Serbian soldiers pushing

Kosovar women into a raging river

after burning their village and killing

the men, Marta drove her father’s

tractor to the river and carried all the

women and children to safety.

Recognizing that the women would

have to take over their family farms,

she arranged for them to learn to drive

tractors to prepare the soil for planting.

Marta was also instrumental in

bringing in a German factory where the

red peppers they raise are turned into a

popular relish.

In summing up her remarkable life, I

said, “There are two kinds of people in

the world: those who act and those who

react. Occasionally someone like Marta

comes along who acts and reacts with

great courage, but also with the vision
of how to change things systemically.”

against the LGBIQT community,

participants received training in

documenting human rights violations

and monitoring techniques to prevent

disturbances. More than 500 police

officers in full riot gear escorted the

participants on the four-hour march.

Said one queer activist of the march,

“I felt excited holding the huge

rainbow flag and yelling slogans, but I

also felt fear because the huge number

of police and iron fence. I thought to

myself, if we need such strong

protection to walk through the center of

Zagreb, then the Pride March really is

necessary.”

Marta Prekpalaj and her family

 Police officers escort

marchers at Pan-East
European Pride in Zagreb



Cure, a group of young activists who
received seed money from Heart and Hand

last year to start a women’s group, is up
and running. This past October they
organized the first festival of women’s art

in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The week-long
event included screenings of international
documentaries and feature films made by
women and about women, discussion

groups where women, men, and especially
youth explored the themes in the movies,
art workshops, and a photo exhibit by

photographers in the Balkans. Also on
display were works of art created for the
event at art workshops Cure had organized

during the summer.
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I was lucky to be in Belgrade, Serbia for

the fifteenth anniversary of the Women in
Black’s first vigil. I stood in Republic

Square with 50 other women, including

Danish and Italian peace activists—and

25 police. Lately, the police have been
showing at the vigils, ostensibly a show

of concern by the local authorities for the

safety of dissidents. The climate in Serbia
is increasingly conservative and hostile to

dissidents-- the country is on the verge of

passing a repressive new constitution--but
the ratio of police to protestors felt

intimidating. When a man made

threatening gestures to one of the Women

in Black, a policeman intervened, but did
he later have to walk halfway back to the

office with us? And did another

policeman have to knock on the office
door to ask how many of us were staying

overnight?

The Women in Black continue to
commemorate November 9, the

International Day Against Fascism and

Women in Black Ever Vigilant

This past June, Organization Q, an
LBGTIQ group launched a seven-month
project, funded by Heart and Hand, to
create a new art installation each month in

different locations throughout Bosnia and
Herzegovina.

Using simple, everyday materials, they
have infused the country with color:
decorating fences, trams, and bus stations

with rainbow ribbons, placing painted
bottles on windows and doors, and putting
paper wind toys, balls, and flowers in parks

and green areas. The installations, which
include messages of peace, freedom, and
nonviolence, are aimed at promoting and
protecting the identity and human rights of

the LGBTIQ community. To see the
installations in full color, go to
http://www.queer.ba/udruzenjeq/en/arts4ri

ghts.htm.

Meanwhile, another Bosnian grantee,

Grantees Enliven Bosnian Art Scene

Women in Black

Belgrade, Serbia

Anti-Semitism, with a vigil in Trg

Republika, Belgrade’s main square.
November 9, 1938 was the infamous day

when Nazis destroyed Jewish homes and

businesses and burned books throughout

Germany. The Women in Black mark the
date to remind the government and the

public of the racism, xenophobia, and

homophobia that continue to plague
Serbia. Recently, two Israelis were

attacked in Belgrade and, in another

incident, football fans dressed in KKK
robes.

On a more hopeful note, I heard several

accounts of a meeting that took place in
Macedonia this year between 15 women

activists from Serbia and 15 from

Kosovar. The Serbian women expressed
their sorrow over the atrocities committed

by their fellow.  Months later, the women

still cried as they talked about the healing
that resulted from what was a simple, but

powerful act.



I accompanied two representatives of

Global Fund for Women, Kavita Ramdas
and Angelika Arutyunova, on their first
visit to the Balkans. Activists from all over

Croatia attended the reception in Zagreb
hosted by Heart and Hand grantee, Centre
for Women’s Studies. Among the many
graduates present at the party, two were

standouts for me. One, a middle-aged
politician helped shape family law in
Croatia after her exposure to women’s

studies, and the other, a young activist,
started her own NGO after completing a
year’s study at the Centre. The high I felt

hearing about the work of these two
women, whose achievements were tangible
results of Heart and Hand’s funding, was

capped by the performance of another
grantee, Le Zbor, an enormously talented
and playful a capella lesbian choral group.

I attended the three-day meeting in

Dubrovnik that the Global Fund for
Women held with the Fund’s formal and
informal advisors to assess the women’s

rights movement in the Balkans. I heard
four areas of major concern: Dealing with
burnout and conflicts within themselves

and between women’s groups; fighting and
facing the “isms” of homophobia, classism,

Activists Gather From Throughout the Region
Heart & Hand Fund

Grantees

Anti Trafficking Center

Belgrade, Serbia
http://www.atc.org.yu/

Autonomous Women's Center

Belgrade, Serbia
http://www.womenngo.org.yu/

Center for Women War

Victims

Zagreb, Croatia

http://www.czzzr.hr/
http://www.women-war-
memory.org/
http://www.petra-nvo.net/

Centre for Women's Studies

Zagreb, Croatia
http://www.zenstud.hr/

CURE

Sarajevo, Bosnia Herzegovina
http://www.zenska-
glavo.igorbanjac.net/

Dominoes

Split, Croatia
http://www.domine.hr/

KONTRA

Zagreb, Croatia

http://www.kontra.hr/

Labris

Belgrade, Serbia
www.labris.org/yu

Motrat Qiriazi

Has, Kosova

Organization Q

Bosnia: http://www.queer.ba/

Pride Zagreb 2006

Zagreb, Croatia

Women in Black

Belgrade, Serbia
http://www.wib-
zeneucrnom/belgrade.org

Women's Group

Donji Lapac, Croatia

Zene na Delu

Belgrade, Serbia
mailto:zenenadelu@eunet.yu

Zene Zenama

Sarajevo, Bosnia Herzegovina
http://www.zenezenama.com.ba/

Four grants to individual

activists to respond community

needs

and racism; maintaining solidarity with

colleagues competing for dwindling funds;
and documenting the need for continued
funding of women’s groups through

research studied in a feminist context and
led by ethical, women researchers.

I also sat in on part of a two-day
Regional Meeting of Women’s Funds, held
in Belgrade. It was a wonderful

opportunity to meet other women doing
similar work. Women’s funds in Eastern
Europe and the Balkans all face the same

challenges: Fostering human rights,
devising grantmaking strategies, and
raising money at a time when foreign

funding is drying up and few new funders
are stepping in to fill the gaps.

Listening to the women’s stories of
dealing with international funders who
view funding as acts of charity or
opportunities to impose their beliefs and

agendas on grantees, I felt a renewed pride
in Heart and Hand’s funding practices.

Activists from Serbia, Bosnia and

Montenegro at work in Dubrovnik

Biljana Kasic, Croatia and

Boriana Jonsson, Bulgaria,

relax after a long day of
meetings in Dubrovnik
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